APPLICATION

ARTERIAL (REDUCED MEDIAN) AND COLLECTOR STREETS

SPECIFICATIONS

POST BASE


POST SHAFT

THE POST SHAFT SHALL BE 11-GAUGE STEEL WITH A STEEL PLATE FOR MOUNTING TO THE BASE. THE OCTAGONAL SHAFT TAPERS FROM 8" (FLAT TO FLAT) AT THE BOTTOM TO 4-3/8" AT THE TOP, WITH A DECORATIVE OCTAGONAL FINIAL.

CROSSARM

THE CLAMP ON CROSSARM SHALL BE STEEL PIPE CONSTRUCTION WITH FLAT BAR SCROLLS AND 1-1/2" X 1/2" FLAT BAR CLAMP-ON BRACE. A SLEEVE GASKET SHALL BE INSTALLED TO PREVENT ARM MOVEMENT. ARMS SHALL HAVE A 2" PIPE SLEEVE FOR LUMINAIRE MOUNTING. THE CROSSARM MEASURES 52" FROM POST TO LUMINAIRE CENTERS. A LUMINAIRE LEVELING FITTER SHALL BE MOUNTED TO THE END OF THE PIPE ARM FOR LUMINAIRE MOUNTING.

FINISH

THE POST SHALL BE SHIPPED FINISHED WITH A STANDARD BLACK POWDER COAT FINISH.

NOTE

ALL HARDWARE STAINLESS STEEL. ALL EXTERIOR HARDWARE TAMPER RESISTANT. BASE AND SHAFT TO BE SHIPPED AS A ONE-PIECE UNIT.

POLES AND LIGHTING EQUIPMENT SHALL CONFORM TO CITY OF ELK GROVE APPROVED EQUIPMENT LIST.